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Small-x issues
Huge amount of work done. Many predictions for HQ production at HERA/LHC. Examples:

gluon enhancement due 
to non-linear effects in 
DGLAP evolution. Caveat: 
evolution only LO!

enhancement in charm 
production at LHC over 
standard DGLAP prediction

V. Kolhinen A. Dainese

reduction of 
cross section 
compared to 
linear BFKL

K. Kutak

Main goal for future (personal opinion): 
improve theoretical accuracy, estimate theoretical uncertainties



E. Laenen

Will allow more accurate comparisons of experimental data and 
theory in visible phase space regions

Joint resummation for HQ hadroproduction also in progress. Useful 
for ttbar, or bbar at HERA



Bottom quark PDF

The bottom quark can enter, in the form of a PDF, a 
number of interesting processes:

Standard processes

Searches (discoveries?)

F. Maltoni



Single out 

F. Maltoni

No further phenomenological input in b-quark PDF, but rather resummation of 
logs and therefore improvement of theoretical prediction



2004: good agreement 
between NLO for 4-flavours 
and NNLO for 5-flavour



pp -> Z

J. Stirling

Besides entering NNLO calculations 
for Higgs production, b-quark PDF 
also make up 5% of the total Z 
production at LHC. If we aim at a 1% 
accurate hadronic physics, we must 
make sure we control the b PDF at 
the 20% level

Recalling that the b PDF is nothing 
but a “chunk” of the NLO calculations 
in b productions, and given some 
recent scares (though the situation 
now looks better) we might wonder if 
we are really confident we control 
the b PDF

CDF, b->B->J/ψImportance of fragmentation.
See M. Corradi’s summary



pp -> Z + HQ

HERA

Tevatron
LHC

Plenty of HQ measurements at 
HERA. Goal: accuracy of results, 
no extrapolations to total cross 
sections



D0 measurement

1.3%

6%

Preliminary study in ATLAS (A. Tonazzo). 
See M. Corradi’s summary

Better ratio at LHC



Calculating benchmark cross sections



Preliminary shopping list

HERA

LHC

Still being discussed. 
Purpose: upgrade previous benchmarks (better PDF’s, etc) and provide a common 
ground for different theoretical approaches



Only part of the work summarized here. Apologies to the 
other speakers. Slides available on the web.

Summary’s summary

Plenty of work to do before following meetings. From now on 
we’ll probably mainly concentrate on developing these topics 
rather than adding new ones.

Bottom PDF’s probably one of the most important issues, but 
let’s not forget resummations and small-x.

Last but not least, improvement of predictions and 
measurements within visible regions of phase space probably 
key ingredients for ‘high precision’ hadronic physics


